DEEP THOUGHTS
by Jack Handey

It's easy to sit there and say you'd like to have more money. And I guess that's what I like about it. It's easy. Just sitting there, rocking back and forth, wanting that money.

Announcements - 1

1. The topic of Static Fluids will NOT be on Test 3. Instead, questions on Static Fluids will appear on the End-Material MiniTest, taken with the Final Exam.

2. On Test 3 (next Wednesday), you will be given a table of inertia.

3. The worked questions 7-9 of Test 3 will cover three out of the four areas of: rotational energy, torque (in dynamic or static situations), conservation of angular momentum, and oscillatory motion.

4. Some multiple-choice questions may be algebraic and some may count as two or three questions worth 10 or 15 points. These will deal with the area listed above NOT covered by the worked questions 7-9.

Announcements - 2

5. Reading Quiz 12 using online service Expert TA (www.theexpertta.com) is assigned for Lecture 23. Note that Expert TA lists this course as Phys23 Ss2013. The quiz must be completed online by 8:30 am on the day of the Lecture for which it is assigned. Make SURE you know how to do this type of problem.

6. Because some of you may be a bit fatigued at this point in the semester and the fact that the homework problem EP 14.91 that was to be due this Friday is particularly hard and gruesome, Dr. Bieniek has decided to cancel that problem (Ep 14.91) from Friday’s homework assignment.